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SUMMARY

An Ice deteotor, which serves as a basis for a rate-
of-iolng indioator, hae been developed and tegted recently
by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. This
instrument oonalete primarily of a wire ecreen and a pltot
tube mounted some distance behind the screen; both are
enoloOed in a cyllndrioal shell, In operation under iaing
oonditione, the pitot tube measures a total pressure that
decreaaea progressi+rely B8 ice acoumulatee on the wire
eoreen ahead of it.

The present investigation has disclosed two Important
characteristics of this instrument, either of whioh can be
utilized in measuring the rate of Icing. It has been found
that (a) the time required for the pressure to drop from any
given level to another iven level ia lnversel~ proportional
to the iolng rate, and ?)b the maximum rate of change of
pressure or the average rate of ohange of pressure Ie pro-
portional to the rate of icing.

I17TRODUCTIOE

At the present time, several indloatoru are available
that are used to deteot the presence of ioe on alroraft in
fllght. The primary purpose of euoh Instruments is to
insure either by direct or indirect means that the de-icing
equipment of the airplane Is.set In operation at the proper
~ime. The dealrabillty of a dov_ice to Indioate not only the
presence of ioe but also the rate of ice formation has been
repeatedly expressed by interested persons and agenoies. The
Army, the Eavy, and the air-line operators advance varying
opinions on the probable usefulness of suoh an instrument,
but all agree that the devioe ehould be developed. Meteor-
ologlsto have been particularly interested In the pro$eet
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iaO a source of
of atmospheric
incurred.

fundamental inf.ormatlon for the correlation
conditions with the actual ratea of icing

Because of the demand for a rate-of-icing indicator,
the NACA, aa part of its general researoh on icing, has
given consideration to various designs that have been
proposed from time to time during the past few years and
has tested some of them in flight. Most of these devices
have shown so little promise thet a very bri~f investigation
has been sufficient to disclose inherant weaknesses in the
designs. A brief review of thasa previously unreported in-
vestigations is given as an appendix to the prasent report.

A recent development by the HACA, howevor, has shown
considerable promise of Froviding a satisfactory solution “
to the problom and is undergoing further development, This
device, termad the IIrate-of-icing haad;ll whan used in con-
~unction with an instrument that indicates the pressure
variations experienced by the haad will provide a measure
of the icing rate.

The primary purpose of this report is to describe
this rate-of-icing head, tho theory of Its operation, and
the results of flight tests under simulated icing conditions.

APPARATUS AND T3STS

The rate-of-icing head, recently developed and tested
by the NACA at Langley Fiald, Vs., is shown schematically
in ftgura 1. It consists principally of a cylindrical
shell with a wira screen at the upstream ond and a pitot
tube insarted Into tha downstream end. The wire ecreen
was made by lacing a continuous piece of nichroma Wire
back and forth across tho shall eatranco and then connect-
ing it in series with an electrical circuit so as to allow
the flow of an electric currant whenever necassary to haat
the screen and, consequently, de-ice it. The pitot tube
was provided with a baffled chamber from which a preseure
Xaad was takan and from which a hole at the bottom allowed
drainage of any entrained moisture. The cylindrical shell
and the pitct tube were equipped with heater elemente for
de-icing of those parts. A photograph of a rate-of-icing
head Is shown in figure 2.

Tha rate-of-icing head was tested in flight on a
Stinson Reliant, a high-wingo single-engine monoplane. The
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head was mounted near the fuselage on a atku;””&ppor”tkd.
from the baggage compartment. A water-spray eyatem waa
used to oontrol the moisture content of the air for the
simulated icing conditions under which the rate=df~iclng
head was tested. The apparatus for this system ccnelsted
of two air-water nozzles mounted on a strut ahead of the
rate-of-icing” head, a water pump driven by an electric
motor whose speed was regulated by moans of s rheostat,
a water tank~ and a comprossod-alr cylinder. Tho air and
water llnos loading from the compressed-air cylinder and
the water pump, respectively, were each connected to a
mercury manometer so that the preseure in each could be
ad~uated to a desired level.

During the flight teatm, the following procedure
wag followed. All the tests were made in level flight
at a constant 6peed and at altitudes at which the air
temperature waB between 26° and 28° Y. A glvon spray
daneity wae maintained throughout a given test run by
adjusting the pressure in the water and air llnas loading
to the spray nozzles. As the screen of the rate-of-icing
head accumulated item the rate of decrease of total pree-
sure (referred to cockpit static pressure) in the head was
observed by means of a stop watch and a pressure Indica+or.
The icing rate corresponding to the spray density used in
a particular run was determined for a streamline tube
(ma~or axis 1.52 in.) b~ exposing It to the spray for a
given period of time and then measuring the amount of Ice
built UP. This procedure not only gave an indication of
the rate of icing but also provided a partial calibration
of the instrument.

THEORY OB’IUTE-01’-ICING HEAD
,

In the analyels of the data, it is first desirable
to discuss the physical processes involved In the operation
of the rate-cf-icing head,

The rate-of-~clng head operates ae a rate-of-icing
Indiaator on the basic of increasing pressure loss due
to a continually decreasing opening in the screen as a
result of Ice accretion. In the development of tho
theor~, each pair of adjacent sogmants of tho wires of
the screen are considered to form an “orifice, as is
shown in figure 3. The preseure loss in the rate-cf-
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io~ng head between taeotions 1 and 3 cauned by the orlfioe
effoot of tha vires eea be shown to be

( )-& /’ “ “

Q -
q ( )1+*-1=

where

AR

q

Al

A~

a

La t

pressure 10ss

dynamic pressure in rate-of-iolng head without screen

crose-Bectional area of the opening of the rate-6f-
icing head

cros8-Oectional arOa of Ocreen opening

coefficient of contraction, which will be aseumed
to be unity

where

d“ diameter of wire, Inches

L total length of wire exposed

then

(AAl a

@= 7-1 )q (l+A1 )-la
Al - Ld

(1)

In terms of free-stream dynamic prassure qo, the pressure
loss can be written es:
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~~ the ~e~ermj-nation Of the v~riafjion- of Ap/q with
time, the increase in diameter of the wire for a given icitig
r.~te is assumed to be proportional to times as

‘t
= do + KIt (2)

wh.ere

at diameter of wire at any time t. (in see)

do initial or united diarteter of wire, in ches

I icing rate on leading edge of strear.line tu%e,
inches per second

K constant of proportionality relating the icing \
- rate on the leading edge of a streamline tube
to that on the diameter (normal to air stream)
of a wire

.

The order of magnitude of K in equation (2) may be
seei~ to be roughly 2 by assuming that .2s much ice forms
on each side of the vire as forms on the leading edge of a
streamli-ce tube per unit time. Actually, a value of
K = 2.2 fits ti:e experimental data better.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIGN

qhe results of tests of the rate-of-icing head are
presented in table I, in which the observed data are
talnzlated giving the time t! required for the total
pressure Hi in the rate-of-icing head$ ~easured relative .
to the cockpit static pressure, to drop from a pressure
of 4.00 inches of water to the given pressures for three
different icing rates. it should be pointed out that the
initial value of the pressure given by the rate-of-icing
head was 4.45 inches of water so that some ice had accu-
mulated On the screen before the 4 inches of water pres-
sure was reached. The elapsed time t? in table I there- ~
fore represents the relative time intervals for the ob-
servations at each icing rate but not the absolute time.
The data listed in table I are also presented graphically
in subsequent figures.

.
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!?ABLZ I

OBSERVED DATA

.—

1 = 0.03 in./min \I = 0.05 in./min

‘-T~-(in. water) ,(see) (in. ?7ater)j(see)

4.00
3.15
3,15
2*4O
1.80
lo~5

~. .80
.80

0 4.00 0,
11 3.15 7
la
19 2,40 11
.25 1,80 16
30 1=25

--L__

20
36 .80 24.
38

———

1 = 0.08 in./rein

Ei

(in. water}

4.00
3.15

.80

o
4

.. Equations (1] and (2) indicate that a valid comparison
of the data at the yaricus icing rates presouted in ;ablc I
can be made oril~- oii the basis of absolute tine. >- cor-
rectioil must therefore 3.5 applied to the elapsed time t?
by adding to it the time interval requii~ed for the dynamic .
pr~ssure in the rate-of-icing head to drop from an initial
value of 4.45 inches of water to 4.00 inches of water. Tile
correction A%, in seconds, can be shown to be

0,016
Ai=—

Jr~

and the absolute time t, in seconds

When this correction to the elapsed tine had been
made and the pressuze variation was cb-angecito a 11011-
dimeasional form, the results shown in figure 4 were
obtained. Cr.lculated values of pressure variation with
time are also included in figure 4. It may be seen that
the calculated cu.rvcs are in good agreement with the ex-
perimental points. The most important cilaz?acieristic to
be noted of this rate-of-icing head is that the time
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required for the pressure to drop to a given’level is
inversely proyorti.o~al to the icing rate as is also the
time required for the pressure to drop from any given
level to another given level. OtheT characteristics can
be investigated by further examining equations (1] and (2).

Tour additional characte~istics, somewhat related
to the one noted, appear if equations (1) and (2) are
differentiated with respect to time, com%ined, and the
corresponding evaluation for the three icing rates lS
plotted ZLSin flcwe ~. Tize iaate d’ ~cxn~na;~.he seen in

figures 5 and 6 to be (1) proportional iG the maximum
rate of change of pressure, (2} proportional to the
average rate of charge of pressure, (3) inversely pro-
portional to the time required for the rate af change
of pressure to attain a maximum value, and (4) inversely
proportional to the time required for the rate of change
of pressure to drop from its maximum value to zero.

The utilization of some of these operatio~al charac-
teristics will be further illustrated. Ccnsider the rate-
of-icing indicator schematically drawn .in figure 7 with
the pitot tule in the rate- of-icing head connected to a
pressure indicator for which the reference is the free-
stream total pressure.

Atypical pressure-loss curve, 2s obtained with this
rate-of-icing head, is shown in figure 8 for a given fr,ee-

strearn velocity and a given icing rate. The pressure loss
registered by tb.e pressure indicator will ha made up of the
initial pressure ~o~s due to the presence of the unice~
wire loss due to ice accretion Gnscree-n ark t.hc prsssure
th~ scrcec. Yor tb-e arrangement and size of wires used. in
the raie of icing head tested, the pressure loss due to
the united wire screen t:as calculated to %e about 2 per-
cent of local dynamic pressure. It will be seen from this
result that the position of the needle on the pressure in-
dicator for the united condition of the sc?een vill vary
with speed, the deviation from zero being a’oou.t2 percent
of local dynamic pressure. If the pressure loss AP ~
due to ice accretion. is tined as in figure 8 from point
a, corresponding to the united condition of the screen,
to any point such as b, the rate of ice formation can
be easily determined, since

+ ---------- -- ~.— ~. .— ;=—-...————-., -——..=-..-= —- ..--- —— --— ---. --—--- -----
., ..’...., . ,-
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~lgure 9 represents a typical curve for a given
velocity showing how the time required for the preseure
to drop a fixed amount Apz from a pressure level corre~
spending to the united oondltion of the screen, varies
with the rate of ioing. ror veloalties different from
th8t for which curves in figures 8 and 9 were drawn,
the time required “for the pressure to drop a fixed amount
AP 1 will vary inve.raely as the local d?namic pressure.
This variation for a given icing rate is shown in fig-
ure 10. With a suitablo arrangement of prossuro diaphragms,
stop watch, and an eloctrlasl circuit, tho indication of
rato of icing may bo mado practicall~ automatic and in-
dependent of speed.

Another characteristic of the rate-of-icing head
investigated may he used if the instrument empioyed ie
capable of measuring small changes In pressure Ap In
saall intervale of time At (see fig. 8), that 1s, the
rate of change of pressure. The maximum re.te at whioh .
AP changee with respect to At can be used as a measure
of the rate of icing because the icing rate was previously
shown to be proportional to the maximum rate of change of
pressure. An Instrument that would ~o~s=re tha rata of
cha=ge OS pressure and, consequently, the icing rate,
could be constructed on the same principlo as a rate-of-
cllmb meter and could also bo madd Independent of epeed,
variation in speed- and variation in altitu~e~ An elec-
trical circuit consleting of an amaeter azd a varla%le
condenser controlled by the pressure variation in the
rate-of-icing head and subjected to a fixed potential
could also be used to measure indirectly the rate of
change of pressure by measuring the induced current~ If,
instead of an cmmetor in such a circuit, an integrating
tievice were usedm the average rate of change of pressure
thus obtained could be used as a neasure of the rate of
icing.

YUTUEE DEVELOPMEWCS

Although tests conducted thus far have indicated
that the ra;e-of-icing head as designed has been repeat-
edly oonsletent in Its behavior, it la belleved that con-
siderable improvement oan bo obtained by modifications
now being inveatlgated. One of theee modifications con-
siets in replaoing the pltot tube with two static-pressure
orlfioes, oae ahead of sad one behind the soreen, with the
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result that considerable simplification and reduction
In eize of the rate-of-ioing head will be aohieved.

_.. ........(gee..fZgW.lL.-)..---suc-hem arr+a-ngemeht ie of part ~oular
advantage In that there ia no need to refer any pres-

: euro In the head to any pressure external to the in-
stallation as must IJO done in tho case of tho head with

1 tho pltot tuba. This simpliflod arrangement would aleo
materially reduoe the eleotrloal heating required for
the body and the eupport of the devioe. As may be eeen
from theory, the pressure drop aoross the soreen as
measured with the two static-pressure orlfloes should
be praotioally the same ae that registered by the pltot
tube with the result that no ohange in the operational
characterlstlce previously dlscuesed is to be expeotodo

Anothor modification under consideration conelsts
In using a rotating soreon in a proporly d~elgned head
In order that a continuous Indication of tho rute of
ioing may bo had instead of the Intormlttont indication
now possible with the fixed-screen type of rate-of-icing
head. In such an instrument only a portion of the ro-
tating soreen would be exposed; the rest is protected
and continuously de-iced. With ths soreen rotating at
a constant rate the ~mount of ice kocumulatlng on the
exposed portion of the screen iB expected to be constant
for a given rate of icing and the pressure drop across
the exposed portion of the screen to be a measuro of the
rate of icing. For Buoh an instrument a rate indicator
would oonslst simply of a pressure Indloator calibrated
for the ioing rate.

Tho use of the rate-of-ioing head SO1O1Y as an ice
Indicator, for whloh It Is particularly well adapted,
should find greater application than its use ns a rate
indloator~ The pressure leade from the static-pressuro
orifices may be conneoted to a pressure diaphragm (see
fig. 12) that can be ad~usted to complete an electrical
olrcuit for the operation of a warning dev3ce or for
the operation of the de-lolng equipment.

CONCLUSIOl&

.— —

.

—-

rrom the experimental data and the theory of the
rate-of-icing head, It may be ooncluded that the instru-
ment d.eaigned at the RAOA is oapable of measuring the
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rato of icing. !OWO important operational characterigtiam
of the instrument have beon found, either of which may
be utilized in measuring tho rate of icing:

1. The tine required for the pressure in the iate-
of-icing head to drop from any given level to another
given level is inveroely proportional to the ioing rete.

2. The maximum rate of change” of pressurs or the
average rate of change of pressure 1~ proportional to
the icing rate.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
Hational Advieory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va.

APPENDIX

TISTS OF OTHER DEVICES INTENDED TO BE USiID

AS MTE-OY-ICIHG I19DICATORS

The various devices proposed as rate-of-icing in-
dicators from time to time are shown In fifiuree 13
through 18.

The Indicator A In figures 13 and 14 consisted
of four tubes, eaoh of which was hooked a~ one end and
welded to a common header at the other end. This device
was intended to operate as a rate-of-icing indicator by
having ice build up on the header and out toward the
hooked tubes, sealing each of thci tubes in sucoossion
as the Ice formation incrensed in size. Tho rate of ico
formation was to be determined by tlning the sealing of
successive tube openings and knowing tha distance between
the tube openings. l?igure 12 shows that the manner in
which Ice formed on the tubes under simulated icing con-
ditions rendered this device useless as a rate-of-icing
indicator.

The Indicator B shown in figures 15 and 16 con-
sieted of a l/4-inch rods 6 Inches long, welded perpen-
dioulsrl? to a 3-inoh-diameter disk, and mounted with
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the rod pointing into the air stream. The depth of the ““”
iee formation on the disk was to be determined by means
of alternate blaok-and-white-oolor bands eaoh ~ inch
wldea The rate of ioe formation wquld presumably be
oaloulatod if the time required for the formation of the
depth of ioo aoaumulated on the dlOk was note&. Trom
figure 16 It may be Been that tho accumulation of Sae “
In the rod precludes the uso of this ar~angomont of
rod and disk as a means of measuring the rate of icing.

Indicator C shown In figure 17 was patterned after
a successful ioe deteotor, which operated on the prinoiple
that Ioe formation would seal the three holes direote&.up-
sxream oauslng the pressure In the Indicator to drop to a
etatio-pressure level produced by the rearward drain hole.
The oonverslon of the Ice detector to a rate-of-loing
indicator was based on the assumption that the sealing of
the three holes would be accomplished at a rate depending
on tho degree of icing present.

A somewhat similar device, Indicator D shown In
figure 18, was also Intended to operate aa a rate-of-
icing Indicator on the same prinoiple. A brief examination
of these designs was sufficient to disolose the fact that
they would not operate as rate-of-icing indicators inasmuch
as the pressure registered would remain total pressure
(~xcept for the lose rssulting from the flow of air through
the drain hole) until the forward holes woro entirely .
00a1Od~ Tests of these devloos confirmed tho foregoing
c~ncluslon and, in addition, showed that a oonslderable
amount of ice could aooumulate on the heads without seal-
ing off the openings.

..

— ——-



Figs ● 1,3
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Figure 1.- Scheraatiedrawing of rat8-of-lClng head.
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Figure 3.- 0rlflee8 fomed by iced wire screen
d rate-of-icing head.
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FIGURE 2.- RATE-• F-iCING HEAD.
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Figure lle - Sketch of proposed rate-of -lclng
static-pressure orifices replacing pitot
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Figure 12.-
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Proposed ache=tic diagram of rate-of-icing
head used as an’ice detector.
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Figure 11. - Sketch of proposed rate-of-icing head with
static-pressure orifices replacing pitot tube.
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Figure 12.- Proposed sche=t~c cl~agram of rate-of-lclng
head used as an’lce detector.
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Figure 13 .- Rate-of-icingindicatorA.
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Figure 15.- Rat. -of-icing indicator B.
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NACA Figs. 14, 16

FIGURE 14- ICE ACCRETION ON INDtCATOR A. NOTE THAT ~CE

ACCUMULATIONS ON ENDS OF TUBES ACT AS SHIELD

FOR HE.ADER.

FIGURE 16.- ICE FORMATION ON INDICATOR B. LARGE ACCUMULATION
OF ICE ON END OF ROD ACTS AS SHIELD FOR DISK,
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